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Department or Mechanic al Engineering , Naval Post graduate School, Monterey .
Californ ia 93943
This pape r lu,-,eYJ the cllo/urion of power condcnst:T tube bundle arrangements end
examines presen t-day designs, Conde nsation heal tra11 s! r:r during Ihtll·side flo w is
rClliewed. includ ing the effects 0/ vapor shcar. condensau inunda tion, non condensoble
gaSel, and enhancement techn iqu cs. The dtff ieuld tS expertenced in calcul4t ing vapor
pressu re drop through tu be bundles are dt scribed , QS wdl as recen t tltU mp fl to o btain
mQn ,di4 ble corre/atio rlJ. The modd lng o f th cst: ph enom ena to predict shell·side
con denser per!ormanct iJ reviewed . as well aJ th e 101 f t of One- and two-dimensional
computer codes. Appropriate tOptcs lOTf ut ure research are Identified.
fNTRODUCTION
Shell-side condensation plays an import ant role
in a variety of engineering applications includin g
electri c power, shipboard propulsion , refrigeration,
and chemical processing plants. Since 1765, when
James Watt conceived the idea o f using a separate
surface condenser in a steam engine {I] . the con-
denser has und ergone numerous changes in size,
shape, and construc tion [21 . Until recently, how-
ever, these changes have taken place with littl e
int eract ion between condenser designers and their
counterparts in engineering research. This was
caused in part by a lack of comprehension of the
complex processes that occur when vapor, contain-
ing some noncond ensable gases, flows at high
velocities into a bundle of tubes th ...vugh which
cold water is flowing.
Today, significant insight has been gained into
the two-phase flow and heat transfer phenomena
Th is wotk was fu nded In pall by the David W. Taylor Naval Ship
ResQreh and Developm ent Center. The author wUhu to extend his
sincere thanks to the Heat T ralnfe r Fluid Flow Service , HuweU.
U.K., fo r prov'idinl a valuab le liler al ure , earch on this subject.
that occur on the shell side of surface condensers.
As a consequence, we now have the ability to more
clearly pictu re all the physical processes that occur
within a condenser and model them mathemati-
cally. In addit ion , the advent of digital computers
with large storage capacity has made it feasible to
inco rporate these models into comprehensive
computer codes that can predict performance
under various operatin g conditions. When these
advances are coupled with the latest research de-
velopments in two-phase heat transfer enhance-
ment , it is clear that we are on the th reshold o f
an era where more compact, more efficient, and
less costly condensers can be reliably built for
modem app lications.
This paper describes the evolution of condenser
bundle designs and heat transfer technology and
presents a critical review of heat transfer and two-
phase now durin g shell-side condensation. Current
developments in computer modeling of condensers
are also reviewed , as well as the potential benefits
of enhancing heat transfer. New directions for
promising research in these areas are provided
throughout the paper. While an att empt has been
but tr1nsferengin"ring '01. 5 no," 1-2 1984 31
made to make the pape r as comprehensive as
possible , most o f the information pertains to steam
surface condensers such as exist in the electric
power indus try and in marine propulsion plant s.
Top ics such as binary condensation , plate fin heat




It is well known that in any vapor power cycle,
heat rejection in the condenser is a vital part of the
cycle, and the purpose of the condense r is to reject
the heat at the lowest possible vapor temperature
Iand therefore p ressure) so that a high thermo-
dynamic efficiency is achieved (3J. A secondary
purpose o f the condenser is to recover the feed-
water for return to the boiler [ 1,4) . It is also well
known that the lowest pressure in a vapor power
cycle occurs with in the condenser so that aU the
noncond ensable gases that either leak into the
plant or are generated due to feedwater treatment
collec t there and must be removed . Silver (5) , in a
comprehensive review of the theory of surface
condensers. poin ts out that, in addition to the
above, a condenser should produce condensate
with a small amount o f subcooling to minimize
the need to reheat it to the saturation temperature
in the boiler and to minim ize absorp tion of air and
o ther noncondensables. Th ese gases must be re-
moved from the condenser. and care should also
be taken to ensure that the amount of steam with -
drawn with them is as small as possible, minimizing
the need fo r feedwater makeup into the boiler.
These last two conditions require that the con-
densate be reheated close to saturation conditions
by integral contact with fresh steam and that the
gases be cooled just prior to their removal. All of
the above, of course, should be accomplished with
a minimum vapor pressure drop. In surveying the
history o f surface condenser designs, it is clear
that much o f the evolution o f bundle geometries
has occurred in order to accomplish these last
conditions.
Evotutton of Bundle
An excellent review of the early history o f sur-
face condensers was provided by Silver [I) and
Sebald 12 ). Alth ough Watt introduced the concept
o f the surface condenser in 1765, it is apparen t
that practi cal problems with soldered joints pre-
cluded its real use un til the middle of the 19th
century, when the requ irement fo r surface cond en-
sers was established with the advent of high-
pressure bolters in marine power plan ts. Through-
ou t the latter part of the 19th century, these
devices were designed and built with considerable
practical experience but with littl e theoretical
knowledge. Figure I shows an early bundle layout
from a patent by George Weir and James Weir in
1879 ( I J. The ir design required tha t the steam be
forced to pass .upward through a tightly spaced
bundle o f tubes so that it was in integral contac t
with the condensate faUi ng to the bottom. In this
way, condensate subcooling was minim ized. Their
design also sta ted that - the air extractio n poin t
should be as far away as possible from the steam
inlet, and for this reason baffles were placed in the
top of the condenser to elongate the steam flow
path .
The advent of the steam turbine at the tum of
the cen tury required that steam entry be from the
top o f the condenser rather than the bo ttom. This
change in steam direc tion required several modifi·
ca tions to condenser bundle designs. The condense r
shell was made circular and the steam entered from
the top into a full, tightly packed bundle of tubes
with an air coo ler section at the bo ttom. This
design, however, led to a large vapor pressure drop
and a sizable condensate subcooling. Designs du ring
the next 20-30 yr atte mpted to eliminate these
deficiencies (21. Figure 2 shows four variations in
circular condenser bundle geometry. In Fig. 20, the
Ellh au u , n{l fl
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Figure 2 Various circ ular tu be bundle geometri es. (a ) Eccen tric radial bundle 161, (b)
lef t-han d steam access lane [61 ; (e) venturi-shaped cen tral steam lane [6 J; and (d ) baffled,
fan-type bundle ( 7) .
tube bundle is located eccentrically to the shell
so that steam may be distribut ed from the top
around the sides with minimal now resistance [6) .
Th e ste am flows radially inward in the tube bundle,
which contains a cent ral air cooler and air ext rac-
tion poin t, Figure 2b shows a variation where a
steam access lane is provided on the left-hand side
of the bundl e and the air coo ler is located on the
lower right [6] . Figure 2c sho ws a venturi-shaped
central steam lane in a symmetric, folded-bundl e
arrangemen t with two separate air coolers [61 .
Figure 2d shows a schematic arrangement of a fan
type o f bundle layout P I. Each subbundle con-
tains about 30 tubes with a gradual narrowing
down of the steam now passage along the steam
flow direction . The subbundles are separa ted by
baffl e plates to remove condensate from above .
In each of these designs, numero us steam lanes
are used to ensure that the steam is in close contact
with the condensate at the bo ttom of the bundle.
Also, the steam flow passages become narrower
as the steam flows toward the air extraction point,
in orde r to keep the vapor velocity large enough to
ensure removal of noncondensab le gases. A com-
o prehensive review of the performance of several
condensers in the United States was made by
Chatel in 1927 [8 1; it described the use of baffles
near the air cooler, radial now of steam, the use of
steam lanes with eccentric shells, and condensate
baffles. Emerson 191 postulated that an " ideal"
flnt trin shr engineering vul. 5 nu, . 1-2 1984 ]]
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Figure) Secucn or ideal condenser bundle 191.
(I )
where the coe fficient C depe nds on lube outside
diameter , and the other coefficients F 1 , F 2 , and
F) are correction factors for fouling, tube material
and wall thickness, and cooling water inlet tem-
perature, respectively [ J31 .
As might be expected, Eq. (I) is valid only over
a limited velocity range where the cooling wat er
therm al resistan ce controls the heat transfer pro-
cess. If other therm al resistances (e .g., due to con-
densate, fouling, wall material or thickness, or non-
conde nsable gases) are controlling. Eq. ( I) may be
in substantial error . For example, Wenzel (16)
reported wide discrepancies between the pred icted
value of the overall coe fficient from Eq. ( 1) (UHEI)
and measured values from commercial conde nsers
(UEX P) (Fig. 5) . The comparison shows that in
many cases HEI pred ictions may be too optimistic
and errors o f almost 100% are possible. Other data ,
however. show tha t some condensers perfonn
bet'ter than predic ted by HEI. These discrepancies
are , of co urse. due 10 many fact ors, including air
blanketing, maldistri bution of now on eit her the
steam side or th e cooling water side, condensa te
Most condensers today are thermally rated by
standards similar 10 those proposed by the Heat
Exchange Institute (HEI) in the United States [ 131
or th e British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'
Associatio n (BEAMA) (14) . These standards have
been prepared with the supposition that the overall
heat transfer coefficien t in an operating condenser
is proportional to the square root of the cooling
water velocity and independent o f stearn-side
conditions. Th is dependence on coolin g water
veloci ty has been the subject o f various investiga-
tions for over 100 years and was addressed in the
Unit ed Sta tes in 1910 by Orrok ( IS). He con-
duc ted a series o f tests for steam condens ing on a
single, horizontal tube having an ou tside diameter
of 25 .4 mm and a length of 1.16 m. He varied tube
wall material and co ndense r operating vacuum. as
weU as cooling water velocity and inlet tempera-
ture. He also made a limited examination o f the
influence of corrosion. steam velocity. and air on
single-tube performance.
Based on his early experimental results and a
series of ex tensive tests subsequently conduct ed
by HEI, the overall coe fficien t of heat tran sfer is
postulated to be o f the form :
Axial








bundle arrangement might be as shown in Fig. 3.
It would have inlet steam guide vanes into the tube
bundle to minimize the now losses, radial now of
steam, generou s access lanes. pen etration of steam
across a small number o f cubes to minim ize the
bundle pressure drop, and a convergent air coole r
passage to promote high velocities. Such a design
would also put a large number o f tubes in contact
with fresh steam. making the condenser very
effec tive. According to Emerson (9) . high vapor
velocities at the inlet to the condenser bun dle may
cause a large bundle pressure drop, which can
affec t subsequent thennal performance throughout
the rest o f the condenser. On the othe r hand , high
velocit ies at the inlet to the air cooler help to
promote large mass transfer coe fficients. and the
resulting pressure drop only influences the design
of the air ejec tor equi pmen t .
During the past 40 years, the construction of
power plants with ever-increasing electrical capaci-
ties has required larger and larger condensers. In
these large co ndensers. the cylindrical shell has
been rep laced with a rectangular one. and mult iple-
tube bund les with wider steam lanes have been
developed . In the United States. it is commonplace
to have radial-now tube bundles with a central air
coo ler sec tion 12J, as shown in Fig. 40. Elsewhere.
a mullifolded tube bundle arrangement, as shown
schematically in Fig. 4b , is common [10-1 21 . The
exact shape of the tube bundle varies with manu-
racturer, type of appli cati on, capacity, and so .on,
so that today condensers are built in many dif-
ferent sizes and shapes and with a variety of tube
bundle configurations.
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Figure 4 Noncircu lar bundle designs. ( II) Mul tiple tube bundle design, Worthington [2). ( b) Mult ifolded tube bundle (101.
Water veloc ity , flJs
Flaur e S Compomon of predict ed and measured value s of
overall heat transfer coe fficient [ 161.
splashing on the tub es, high vapor velocity effects,
dropwise condensation, poor experimental mea-
surements, and others. It is clear that there is much
room for improvement in present rating techniques,
The basic HEI procedure as described above has
been criticized [17, 181 for failini: to include all
(2)_1- =1. A o + 1. + R + R + RfUo hi A I ho fie W
the thermal resistances between the vapor and the
cooling water as given below:
Only when Eq. (2) is ut ilized locally will it be pos-
sible to perform more accurate analyses of con-
densers and improve their performance. In con-
sidering the use of Eq . (2), it is true that in most
steam condensers today, with cooling water veloci-
ties of 1-3 mIs, the thennal resistance on the tube
side is usually controlling. This is certainly tru e
in regions of the condenser where vapor velocities
are very large, leading to high steam-side coeffi-
cient s. However, there may be other regions in a
condenser where shell-side conditions are con-
trolling (e.g., ncar the air cooler. where there are
sizable noncond ensable gas concentrations). In
addition , there can be othe r import ant design
situations where shell-side cond it ions control per-
fonnance, such as the use of titanium tubes with
higher cooling water velocities [19) , the use o r
heat tran sfer tubing with high internal enhance-
ment s, or applications where an organic vapor,
with its low condensing coe fficient, is being con-
densed . Under these circumstances, it will be
essential to more thoroughly und erstand and
model shell-side phenomena.
Consideration of vapor pressure drop reveals
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SHELL-SIDE ilEAT TRANSFER
In 1916 Nusselt conducted his pioneering analy-
sis o f lamin ar film condensation on a single hori-
zontal tube (23). He idealized the problem by
assuming, among other things, a pure quiescent
vapo r and a uniform tube wall temperature . His
analysis yielded the wen-known relationship for
the heat transfer coe fficient :
constant (actually , the veloci ty first decreases
with penetration into the bundle, then increases
toward the last rows). At 1.5 in Hg, because only
half of the steam is condensed in comparison to
the 2.S-in case, as the pressure of the steam drops
its density becomes very small , requiring that the
steam velocity increase by a factor of 2 from inlet
to outle t. Such Large velocities are undesirable
and can lead to excessive tube vibration and pre-
mature failure (21,22). Uncertainties in pressure
drop prediction may therefore have a serious
effect on design performance, especially at lower
operati ng pressures, and it becomes imperative




which can be expressed in dimensionless form:
( )'"NUN = =0.725
Numerous investigators have compared Eq. (3)
with single-tube experimental data , using a variety
of test Ilulds, and agreement within 30% has
generally been obtained. During shell-side conden-
sation in an actual condenser, however, the condi-
tions are widely different from those used by
Nusselt . Added complexit ies exist due to the
presence of neighboring tubes in a large tube
bundle (24-28). If the situation is idealized as
depicted in Fig. 6a. aU the condensate from a given
tube is assumed to drain by gravity to the lower
tubes in a continuous, laminar sheet. In reality ,
depending on the spacing-to-diameter ratio of the
tube s and depending on whether they are arranged
in a staggered or in-line configuration. the conden-
sate from one tube may not faU on the tube
directl y below it but instead may now sideways
(Fig. 6b) . Also, it is well known experimentally
Performance
Yllriables 2.5 2.0 I.S
P, dkPa) 8.48 6 .16 5.10. .
42 .5 38 .3T,.,( C) 33 .1
U, (m /s) 43 .1 53 .3 68 .0
Ur (m /s) 20 .5 53 .2 125.2s», ( kPa) 0 .39 0 .61 1.12sr, ( oC) 0 .16 1.68 4 .08
LMTD (DC) 12.54 9 .95 6.10
Me (kgJs) 2.01 1.65 1.06
Inlel steam pressure (in " e)
ano the r reason why shell-side conditions are im-
port ant. As poin ted out earlie r, if an improvement
Can be made in condenser vacuum, the thermo-
dynamic efficiency of the power cycle will in·
crease, leading to savings in fuel costs. Unfor-
tunately , a current problem with operating steam
power condensers is thei r ability to achieve a high
vacuum, and a vacuum shortfall of only about
0.5 kPa (0 .1S in Hg) could produce an additional
annual fuel cos t of over SI million for a 200Q-MW
plant 120) . As bundle geometries change, vapor
velocities may become very large, causing un-
desirable pressure losses that can have a dramatic
effect on performance, especially at low operating
pressures. Table I compares the effects of vapor
pressure drop for th ree di fferent condenser ope-
rating pressures, 8.58, 6 .76, and 5.10 kPa (2.5,
2.0 , and 1.5 in Hg). The values were calculated for
steam nowing radiaUy inward in a 30 0 segment
of a circular bundle containing 228 tubes in 22
rows. For a steam mass velocity o f 0.61 8 kgJm1s,
pressure drops o f 0 .39 , 0.67, and 1.12 kPa occur.
This threefold increase in pressure drop at the
lower opera ting pressure causes a larger decrease
in saturation temperature , which lowers the log
mean temperat ure di fference (LMTD) by almost
one-half. The amount of steam condensed , me. is
therefore lowered proportiona tely. It is also
interesting to see that at lower condense r pressures,
vapor velocities can become very large. At a pres-
sure o f 2.5 in Hg, the steam velocity decreases
from 43. 1 to mls from inlet to outlet. This
reduction in steam velocity provides some pressure
recovery, helping to keep the pressure drop small.
At 2.0 in Hg the steam velocity stays essentia lly
Tlble I Ef(el;t of Operating Pressure o n Con dense r
Performance'
° Bundle ,eomelry : 300 scpnent of eircu tar bundlc ; Stcam
now direction : radially inward ; Num ber of tu bes: 228 ;
Numbe r of tu be rows : 22 ; Tu be diame te r: 15.9 mm;S/d :
1.35 ; Sleam mw 'Veloci ty . G: 0 .618 k&Jm1e.
2. beat tnnsfllr IlnginnriDg YOI. 5 IlClL 1-2 19&4
-0-.-- .::_.
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a diffi cult process. Figure 7, which has been
adapted from [25], outlines the important re-
search work that is necessary to accomplish this
goal, and provides a list of pertinent references
[29-67, 7 t , 12 } which have contributed signifi-
cantly to the underst anding of this subject.
I_I lbl lei ldl
Figur e 6 Schematic representat ions of conde nsate flo ..... .
(D) Nusselt idealized model; (b) side-dninagc model; (e)
ripples, splash ing, and turbulence ; and (d ) hi;h vapo r cross
now .
that condensate does not drain from a horizontal
tu be in a continuous sheet but in discret e droplets
along the tube axis. When these droplets strike
the lower tub e, considerable splashing can occur
(Fig. 6c), causing ripples and turbulence in the
condensate film . Perhaps most important of all,
large vapor velocities can create significant shear
forces on the condensate, stripping it away, inde-
pend ent of gravity (Fig. 6d) .
The effects of vapor velocity and condensate
inundation can therefore cause 3. significant change
in shell-side condensation heat transfer and must -
be accurately accounted for in any valid condensa-
tion analysis. However , to proceed from the single-
tube theory to a tube bank condensation model is
Effect of Vapor Velocity
When the vapor surrounding a horizontal tube
is moving at a high velocity . the analysis for film
condensation is affec ted in two important ways:
(I) the surface shear between the vapor and the
condensate T j must be included (i.e ., the local
vapor flow field must be known), and (2) the
effect o f vapor separation- its onset and its subse-
quent influence on condensa te flow-must be accu-
rate ly treated. A furth er complicating feature
occurs when it is realized that the vapor now
direction in an operating condense r may be
oriented in a variety of ways with respect to
gravity . This last characteristic introduces an
asymmetry into the prob lem which further compli-
cates the analysis. As a result, most o f the analyses
perfo rmed to date have been for verti cal downOow
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..l!!:!.... = 0 6411 + (I + 1 69F)111 ] 111
.
where
It is interesting to note that in the limit ing case o r
zero vapor velocity (Le .• F -+ 00). Eq . (9 ) reduces
to the Nusselt expre ssion given by Eq. (4). Equa-
tion (9) neglects vapor separati on, and at high
vapor velocities it is well known that for flow over
a cylinder. separa tion will occur somewhere be-
tween 82° and 180° from the stagnation point of
the tub e. When separation occurs, the condensate
Illm rapidly th ickens downstream of the separation
point and, as a result , heat transfer is deteriorated.
A conserva tive approach suggested by Shekriladze
and Gomelauri (361 is to assume that there is no
heat transferred beyond the separation point. If
the minimum separation angle or 82° is then
chosen, the most conservative equation results.
With these assumptions. the heat transfer will
decrease by approxima tely 35%. An interpolation
formula based on this conservative approach,'
which satisfies the extremes o f gravity- and
velocity-domina ted conde nsate now, was recently
proposed by Lee and Rose (5 1:
+ ( 1 + 9 47F)1I1 J Ifl ( I I).
where Re1f is a two-ph ase Reynolds number,
defined by U_PLdo/iJL' When both gravity and
velocity are included . they recommended the
relationship :
They pointed out that Eq . (II) is conservative in
three ways: the assumed shear stress is less than
the actual shear stress, so the cond ensat e film near
the top of the tube should be thinner ; the separa-
tion angle o f 82° is less than the actual separation
angle ; and , beyond the separation point, the heat
transfer rate is finit e and non zero .
More recent complete analyses by Fujii and co-
workers (3 8 , 44, 48 , 49) have considered detail s
o r the vapor boundary layer, variations in the
separa tion point , circumferential conduction
effects in the tub e wall. and vapor velocities
orien ted away from the vertical , Their earliest
work for down now of vapor over an isothermal







Initi ally. the friction coefficient C, was assumed
constant . but later this restri ction was relaxed to
allow C, to be a funct ion o f vapor Reynolds num-
ber (29-31 ,35]. These authors also assumed that
the interfacial shear during condensation was the
same as that which occurs when a noncond ensing
gas flows over a dry surface . This erroneous ap-
proach was correctly identified by Shekril adze and
Gomelauri [36) , who realized that the mass flow
across the condensing interface is very important .
They therefore assumed that the primary contri-
bution to the surface shear was due to the change
in momentum across the interface : .
of vapor. An excellent overview of the effect of
vapor velocity was recen tly made by Lee and
Rose 15 J J,
Experimental results (3 0 , 35. 411 have shown
that by increasing the vapor velocity . the con-
densing heat tran sfer coefficient can be signifi-
cantly . increased. Bennan and Tumanov (35)
conducted a series of experiments on a single
horizontal tube placed in a bank of uncooled
neighboring tubes, They recommended that for
vertical downflow, the increase in heat transfer
coefficient may be expressed in terms of the vapor
Reynolds num ber Rev and the heat flux (l.e.,
NUN ):
The early analyti cal investigations with vapor
veloci ty effects were ex tensions of Nusselt 's
analysis to includ e the int erfacial shear boundary
condition at the edge of the Condensate fllm :
They also simplified the problem by assuming
Ui <C U9 with Uf provided from potential flow
theory . Their approxim ate solution for an Iso-
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satisfies both limit ing cases of large and small
vapor velocities [38 I :
( )'"=X 1 + 0.276FX 4 (1 2)
da ta fairly well for various values of G. It is ap-
parent, however , that more experimental data are
needed for low values of F (i.e., large U... ) and
small values o f G ( l.e., low heat flux ) in order to
verify the depen dence on G.
where
x = 0 .9(1 +C- 1 ) 1/ 3 Effect of Condensate Inundation
Lee and Rose (5 1) conservatively modified the ex-
pressions above by neglect ing heat transfer down-
stream of the calculated separation point. They
recommended the following expression:
Equation (14) appro aches the Nusselt solution,
Eq . (4 ), when U_ -+ 0 (t.e., F ..-, c.o) . Both Eqs. (II )
and (14) are plotted, together with experimental
data , in Fig. 8 [51 J. Except for the data at very
high vapo r veloci ties (i.e ., very low F), all the da ta
lie above the prediction of Eq. (II ), verifying its
conservative nature. Equati on (14) correla tes the
In the absence of vapor velocity , as condensate
Ilows by gravity on to lower tubes in a bundle, the
conden sate thickness around a tube should in-
crease, and the condensate heat transfer coe fficient
should therefore dec rease.
Jakob [ 52J ex tended the Nusselt analysis for
film condensation heat transfer on a vertical in-line
row of horizontal tubes. In this idealized case
(Fig. 00) it is assumed that all the condensate
from a given tube drains as a continuous sheet
directl y on to the top of the tube below it in a
smooth laminar film. With this assump tion, to-
gethe r with the assumptio n that the saturation
temperature difference (T, - T", ) remains the
same for all the tubes, Ja kob showed that the
average coe fficien t for a vertica l row of n tubes,
compared to the coe fficient for the nest tube
(i.e ., the top tu be in the row). is:
lin- =n - 1/ 4 (16)h,
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Figur e 8 Errect or vapor velocity ; a comparison of theor y and expe rimen t
( 511.
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Numerous experimental measurements have
been made in studying the effect of condensate






ever, the data are very scatte red , giving the result
depicted in Fig, 9 , Recall that the Nusselt expres-
sion as derived by Jakob, Eq. (16 ), predicts the
most conservative effect, whereas the side drainage
model of Eissenberg, Eq. (21) , is least conservative.
The data show considerable scalter around each of
these theoretical expressions. Recentl y , Berman
[67] conducted a comprehensive compilation of
film condensation data on bundles of horizontal
tubes. Figure 10 shows some of the dat a he con-
sidered. In Fig. 10, a-c, the data of Ferguson and
Oakden [68J and Gudemchuk (69) for experi-
ments with multirow , staggered tube bundl es are
plotted . The top curves depict the falloff of the
local coefficient h" in relation to the coefficient
for the first tube in the row, hi ' The bottom
curves depict the falloff in relation to the Nusselt
expression hN, Eq. (3). The data o f [69] show that
as steam flow rate (i.e., steam velocity) through the
bundl e decreases, a significant erroneous dropoff
occurs in h,, /h l (Fig. 10, band c , curves 4 and 5)
as the amount o f steam is used up in going through
the earlier tubes in the bundl e. Furthermore, it is
evident that near the top of the bundl e h,, /hN is
great er than unit y, signifying that, due to high
stearn velocities, the heat transfer coeffici ent in-
creases above the Nusselt value. With penetra-
tion int o the bundle, the local heat transfer coeffi-
cient falls off not only due to inundation but ,
more important , due to a decreasing local steam
velocity. Hence, all bundle data will have a mixture
of inundation and vapor velocit y effects, which are
difficult to separate from one another. Figure 1Cd
shows the result s of Nobbs (41). who used one
active tube in a dumm y tu be bundle. He simulated
additional condensate from above by using three
porous tubes supplied with water. In this figure.
the top curves depict h y /h I and the lower curves
Figure 9 Schemat ic representation of th e unce rtainty be-






Kern (55] realized that the condensate does not
drop off in a continuous shee t, but drops off
instead by discrete droplets or jets of liquid de-
pending on the surface tension of the condensate.
These droplet s cause ripples in the condensate
fllm (Fig. 6c), and this disturbance of the film
lessens the inundation effect . He therefore pro-
posed a less conservative relationship:
hn- = n- 1I6
h,
Chen (34) derived a modified Nusselt expression ,
which conside red the additional effects of the
momentum gain of the falling condensate and the
condensation of vapor on the subcooled conden-
sate sheet between tubes. As a result, he arrived at
an approximate expression that is valid for most
ordin ary applications:
hnh = n - 1I4 [ 1 + O.2H(n -I)],
provided H(n 2.0 . Eissenberg {61J experi-
mentally investigated the effects of condensate
inundation by using a test bundle containing 163
tubes in a tightly spaced (sid = 1.33), staggered
arrangement. Based on his observations, he postu-
lat ed that condensate does. not always drain onto
tubes aligned vertically but instead can be divert ed
sideways (due to local vapor flow conditions) to
follow a staggered path similar to that shown in
Fig, 6b. Assuming a gravity-domin ated situation,
he theorized that in this side drainage mode the
condensate strikes the lower tubes on their sides
rather than their tops, and the inundation Influ-
ences the condensate now only on the bott om
portions of the tubes, which carry away less heat
than the top s. For th is situation, he subsequently
derived an expression that predicts a minimum
effect o f inundation :
h
-," = 0.60 + 0 .42n -1/4,,
40 heat tn nu af engineering vet. 5 nos. 1-2 1984
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Fliurc 10' (al Data from 168J : T, :::: 48.9'C, (I ) U= 50.7 mis , ( ..: ) U= 24 .3 mIs, (3) U = 0 (i .e.,
Nusselt}; (6) and (e) Data (rom (69 ] : T, = 97 - 112'C, (6) Row A, (e) Row B.{I) U = 26.3 mIs, (2)
u= 19.4 mIs, (3) U= 13.6 mIs, (4) U=6.4 m/s, (S) V '" 4,5 m/s ;and (d ) Dala from 14 1) : T,=
10 1.5'C, Solid curve : cool ing water inlet - 68 .S'C. Dashed curve: cooling water tnlet e 36.5"C. (I)
U = 48 .6 mIs, (2) U = 27 mis, (3) U= S.4 m/s.
upward flow data are as much as 50% lower in the
range 0 .1 < F< 0 .5, and are even less than the
single-tube, zero-veloci ty , Nusselt expression , Eq.
(4) . The solid curve in Fig, I I is an approx ima te
expression given by Fujii (48) :
for 0 .03 < F < 600.
Hawes 170J obtained some data for horizont al
cross flow which showed that as vapor velocity
increases, the heat transfer coefficient first in -
creases and then decreases. This maximum is pre-
sumably due to a critical vapor velocity being
reached where cond ensate holdup occurs locally
arou nd a tu be due to hyd rodynamic conditio ns.
This trapping of condensate leads to thi cker
condensate rums on the tu bes and a deterioration
in performance . Butt erworth {261 suggested that
since the Hawes da ta were obtained at high vapor
velocitie s and low heat fluxes (i .e., low temperatu re
differences between the vapo r and the cold wall),
the observed results could be int erpreted dif-
ferently . Butt erworth .postulated that at very high
vapor velocit ies, the local dro p in vapor pressure
around a tube can cause a reduction in local satura-
tion temperat ure, which reduces the heat transfer
driving force. li e therefore suggested that to
avoid a decrease in heat transfer with an increase
depict h y IhN. where h y is the heat transfer coef-
ficient correspond ing to the local value of inunda-
tion Y, where Y equals (2: G)"/G,, [(1:G)" equals
the total flow of condensate per unit area running
off the nth tube and G" equals the flow of con-
densate per unit area fonning on the nt h tubel .
Again, the wide scatt er in the da ta is evident, as
not ed earlie r, and depe nds on hea t flux (in th is
case, steam-to-cooling water temperature dif-
ference) and steam veloc ity . At, low steam veloci-
ties, the data appear to go through a minimum,
perh aps signifying that for vel)' large amounts of
condensat e, considerable splashing occurs, lead ing
to tu rbulence in the condensate film. Based on this
informat ion , Bennan [671 concluded that the wide
variat ion in exp erimental dat a for tube bundle
inundation is due to many variables, such as bundle
geometry (in-line or staggered), tube spacings,
type of co ndensing fluid , ope rating pressure, heat
flux, local vapor velocity, and, of course, the
difficult ies in att emp ting to measure directly , or
indirectl y , the local condensing coefficien t.
Th e comparison above was made for vertica l
downflow of vapo r. If one allows the vapor flow
direction to vary , add itional complexit ies arc
introduced . Figure 11 compa res the da ta of Fujii
[48J for bo th in-line and staggered tube bund les
with steam flowing downward, horizont ally, or
upward . There is littl e diffe rence between the
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Figure II Concll tion of theory and experiment (or horiz ontal, downward, and upward
flow in lu be bundle, (48J .
in vapor velocity , the rati o of th e local vapor tem-
perature drop to the local ftlm temperature dif-
ference should be kep t smaU, tha t is. (T,UJ1hlt)/
(T, - T. ) .. 0 .05. Brickell (711 further discussed
th is issue of condensate holdup and pointed c ut
that if a general inundation exp ression is desired
of the (ann:
(23)
Comb/ned Vapor SheoTond inundation
Un til recentl y . the effects of vapor shear and
inunda tio n were treated separately, based on the
assump tion that there is little interaction between
these physical phenomena. The combined average
heat transfer coefficien t for shelJ-side co nde nsation
with If tubes in a vertical row was written as
(24)
Inc: ' ' 't ine vepe. veloo:itv
Fipre U Effec ls of vapor veloc ity. flow direc l ion, and
lu be sPl cinS o n inu ndation exponent (711 .
which is a combinatio n of Eqs. (5) and (23) .
Equa tion (25) correla ted their experimental data
with a root-mean-square devia tion o f 13%. Butt er-
worth 126) recommended the relationship:
where e" is a correc tion to the single-tube Nusselt
expression to take into accoun t condensate inunda-
tion, and Cv is a correc tion for vapo r velocity
effec ts.
Grant and Osment [ 58J proposed the foUowing
expression :
where h tll is the coefficient predicted by Shekri-
ladze and Gomelauri 136 ) at high velocit y [Eq.
(8)] multiplied by 0.66 to conservatively account
for the effec t of separa tion. Butterworth (26)
further suggested that in the expression above•
the vapor velocity within the tu be bundle should
be calcula ted by dividing the velocity with no
[
( l: G) ] - c.aaafI" = hN G
n




















then the ex ponent s wilt not be co nstant but will
vary with vapor velocity , flow direc tion, and pitch-
to-diameter rati o , as shown in Fig. 12. He further
postulated that the condensate should be treated
as having two components, a film flow and a drop
flow , with droplet en tra inment occurring due to
local vapor velocity conditions. From thi s infonna-
tlcn, it is evident that there is a substantial inter-
ac tive effect between vapor shear and condensate
inundation , and these effects can not be treated
independently.
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tubes present by th e void fraction of the bundle.
Based on th e earlier infonnati on described in this
paper, another expression that should be valid
would be a combination of Eqs . ( 14) and (23) :
ir =[(1: G)" ]-, kL R " " ( I + 0.28 IF) '"
" G" do eH' )
(27)
where the exponen t s is an empirical constant ob-
tained from Fig. 12 and ) is given by Bq- (15).
Recently. McNaught [72 ] poin ted out th at th e
relationships above all neglect the interac tive
effects of vapor shear and inundation, and sug-
gested that shell-side condensation at high vapor
veloci ties might be treated as two-phase forced
convection. He th erefore assume d that high vapor
velocit y da ta may be correlated by an expression
of the form :
fully contro lled and observed conditions, and to
further study two-phase forced -convecti on data
for differe nt fluid s in various lube bu ndles to as-
certain whe the r such a me thod has more general
potential .
Accurate measurements of steam-side coe ffi-
cients in large. opera ting power conde nsers are very
difficu lt to obtain, and only limited data have been
reported in the literature (7, 73-16) . Neverthe-
less, with new measurement techniqu es (17) and
the proper selection of instrumen ted tu bes in large
tube bundles, very valuab le infonnation can be
gathered o n condensate inunda tio n and vapor
velocit y e ffec ts. Accu rate , large-scale bun dle tests ,
th ough cos tly. will continue to be needed for
some time .
ofNoncondensabte Gases
where hL is the liquid-phase forced-convection
coe ffic ient across a bank of tub es, and Xu is the
Lockar t·Martinell i parame ter given by :
where s equals 0 .22 for an in-line bundle and 0.13
for a staggered bund le. He added each contribution
to get:
It is well known that in the presence of a small
amount o f noncon densable gas, condensalion heat
tr ansfer rates may be significantly reduced. In th is
situation, an add ed the rmal resistance exis ts, since
th e vapor molecu les must diffuse through a gas
layer in orde r to reach the cold su rface . Excellent
summaries o f thi s phenomenon , including reviews
of the pe rt inen t heat and mass transfer relation-
ships, wert recentl y made by Chisholm [781 and
Webb and Wanniarachchi [791.
The procedure most widely used to calculate
shell-side heat tr ansfer in this situa tion is due to
Colburn and Hougen (80] . They proposed a
poin t-by -point, tri al and erro r met hod tha t requires
equaling the heat transferred locally th rough the
condensate , tu be wall. and cooling water film to
th e sum o f th e sensible heat tr ansferred by cooling
th e noncondensable gas and th e latent hea t de-
posited on the condensate fllm due to th e amount
of vapor tr ansferred by diffusion . Varia tions of
th is method have been proposed and verified by
expe riment (61 , 81 , 82 J. An important part o f this
method is the requirement of knowing th e mass
trans fer coe fficient for th e diffusion of th e vapor
through the vapo r-gas mixture . Thi s term is evalu-
ated by using the heat and mass transfer analogy
. together with empirical data for forced -con vecti on
gas-side heat transfer. Bennan and Fu ks [83} ,
however, ob tained an emp irical expression for the
mass transfer coeffi cient in a tube bundle during
downward flow of a steam-gas mixture . Th is corre -
lati on has also been shown to be valid for hori-




h,. ( I )'
hL =a XII
He then correlated the da ta of Nobbs [411 for
steam with both staggered and in-line tube bundles
and found that reasonable agreement was ob tained
for a =1.26 and b =0.78, so that for shear-
controlled condensa tion Eq . (28) may be assumed
to be valid. Fo r gravity-eon trolled condensa tion
he used
where h iLh is given by Eq. (28) and hgr by Eq . (30),
and found Ihat abou t 90% of the data could be
predicted to within ±25% by this two-phase
muIriplier me thod . C learly , there is a need to ob-
tain additionaJ da ta in tu be bu ndles under care-
Ii = (h' + h' )'"" iLh r '
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and for Re. < 350 178],
generate an equivalent , noncondensable gas heat
transfer coe fficient l 25, 78 ) :
h = aD R112 ( Pm )6pl/J (Puh1r )'""' d ell p _P m -s-o m" I"
X (Til _ITs )I" (32 )
The equatio n above was shown to be in good agree-
ment with experimental data for steam-air , steam-
hydrogen. Freon 113-air, and Freon 113-hydrogen
(88) .
Recently . St andiford (891 studied the effect of
nonc ondensable gas on condenser heat transfer . He
utili zed the earl ier dat a of Meisenburg et al. (90J
for steam-air, which he claimed came 'c1osest to
du plicating conditions in a normal condenser , and
arrived at a very simple, though very approximate,
corre lation for the noncond ensable gas resistance
as a linear function of the weight fracti on of air :
In recent years , numerou s studies have been
conducted on ways to enh ance heat transfer (93-
96 ] . Webb (97 ) provided an exce llent review of
enhancemen t methods for particular use in con-
densers, and several very recent studies have
focused on the particular case o f shell-sid e en-
hancement ; 98- 100) . During shell-side condensa-
Enhanced Heat Transfer
R nc ::::.<. O.OO4w m2 KfW. This relationship will
give conservative results since the Meisenburg da ta
were obtained at low steam velocities « 2 m/s) .
and Eqs. (32) and (33) show a square-roo t de-
penden ce on velocity . Since in most steam power
condensers, the air-to -steam ratio is approx imately
· 0 .000 1 at the turbine exhaust and 0 .0 1 at the air
cooler section [10) , it is easy to see that the non -
condensab le gas resistance is of most importance
where gas pocke ts are allowed to accumulate.
Proper condenser design should therefore allow
for a well-defined vapo r-gas flow path to avoid
stagna tion regions where the gas concentra tion
can build up and retard heat transfer. It is also
very important to design for the correc t locati on o(
vents as well as for suita ble steam access lanes
r78, 89J. Coit (911 points out that improper
design affects not only heat transfer but also cor-
rosion due"to excess O2 absorp tion in the conden-
sate when large gas pockets exist and temperatu res
fall off. Figure 13 shows schematically how design
of the tube bund le can influence co ndenser per-
formance (92) . Figure 13a shows an improperly
designed four-pass condenser bundle having an air
cooler section between each of the top and bo ttom
tube bundles and a central steam access Jane. The
left po rtion o f the figure shows an air-blanke ted
region (hatched circle) near the entrance to the air
cooler. The right portion shows isotherms o f the
cooling water temperature rise. Notice that the
heat transfer rate is fairly uniform in the top tube
bundle as steam flows downward across the t ubes .
In the bottom bundle , howe ver, performance
rapidly drops o ff in the region of the gas pocket.
Figure 13b shows an improved version of thi s
co ndenser where the vertical partit ion plates were
largely removed and the air cooling sections were
partially opened to allow more steam to flow hori-
zont ally into the bund les. Care must therefore be
exercised In designing the tube sheet layout, in
locating the air vents, and in selec ting properly
mat ched air removal equipment (91 J.
first tube row
second tube row
third and later tu be rows






where for Re" > 350,
b = 0.7
Numeri cal solutio ns to the complete boundary-
laye r equations for condensation heat transfer in
the presence o f nonconde nsabJe gases also exist
(8S, 86 ). but the results are for flat pla tes and
single tubes and are not generally useful . Recently.
Rose [87, 88 l proposed an app roximat e, but
theoreti cally oriented , equatio n for forc ed-
convection condensation on a single hori zontal .
tube in th e presence of a noncondensable gas. An
analogy was made between condensation and flow
normal to a cylinder with suctio n, and an approxi-
mate solution yielded the following result for the
condensa tion mass flux in terms of the vapor
Reynolds number, Schmid t number, and weight
fraction o f noncondensable gas:
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FlllUre 13 Modificati ons 10 imp rove air blankeling in a muh ibundle con denser 1921. (Q) Before modi fi-
cations;(b) efte r modificatio ns.
tion a large thermal resistance occurs due to con-
duc tion o f heat across the condensa te film, and
whatever can be done to thin or disturb this film
is generally beneficial to heat transfer. For hori-
zon tal conde nser tubes, this thinning may occur
by promoting dropw ise condit ions (Fig. 14a); by
using finned, grooved, or fluted surfaces (Fig.
14b-d);or by improving condensate drainage.
A review of dropwise condensation was made
by Tanasawa [101 J. who discussed methods of
promo ting dropwise conditions. He stated that
finding how to promote dropwise conditions for
long periods of time was one of the most im-
portant probl ems to be solved before this mechan-
ism can be prac tically applied . He further con-
cluded that , of all the promoting techni ques, the
use of a thin coating of organic polymer (such as
Tenon) was the most promising with respect to
economic feasibility . With th is technique, however,
two majo r problems must be addressed : (I) organic
coa tings have poor thermal conductivities and must
therefore be applied in the form of an ult rathin
film in order to redu ce their conduction resistan ce,
and (2) techniques must be developed to apply
these ult rat hin films so tha t they strongly adhere
to the condenser tu be and have the toughness to
withstand industria l conditions during assemb ly
and use. Various investigations have been con-
ducted with organic coatings on horizontal tubes,
and enhancements as large as 180% have been
measured 11 02). In addition, in recent years
significant advances have been made in the coatings
industry , includ ing the development of techniques
for producing strongly adherent ultrathin films of
organic mate rials for wear and lubrication (1031.
With several o f these new types of coatings, it may
be possible to apply an ultrathin continuous film
tha t has stro ngly adherent qualities. In so doing,
long-lasting heat transfer improvements of several
hundred percent may become a reality .
Since the early work o f Beatty and Katz ( I04] .-
the use of externally finned horizontal tub es in
surface condensers has received much att ention ,
although most of the effort s have been devoted to
condensing refrigerants [105-1 091 . As originally
described by Gregorig (110I , the fins generate
surface tension forces, which tend to thin the con-
densate film on the convex tips of the fins and to
thicken the film in the concave channels, or
troughs, between Iins. In so doing, the condensing
heat transfer coe fficient has been enhanced by as
much as 200% for steam (105 I ..and by as much as
400% for refrigerants (107). The use o f a porous
metal coating on a finned surface with Freon 11 3
enhanced the condensing heat transfer conductance
(per unit length of tube) by more than 10 times
(108] . Ami et al. ( 109 ] have shown that there is
an optimum num ber of fins per meter , based on
their data taken with Freon 12. Several theoret ical
investigations (111-11 3) show tha t , in addition
to groove spacing, variab les such as wall material,
fin shape, and groove or trough dimensions are all
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fllrUre 14 Photog . phs or some shell-side enhancemen t
methods , ( Q') Dr opwee ccnde ueenon ; ( 1I) finned tu bi n&;
(e} Ilooved (ubin l ; and (d ) flut ed tu bing.
significan t during film conde nsatio n with these
finned surfaces. A detailed theoret ical analysis of
film co nde nsation on finn ed ho rizo nta l tubing
has yet 10 be performed. how ever, without making
significant simplifica tions.
All of th e results above an: based on the Gregorig
premise Ihat surface forces act to thin th e conden-
sa te film on th e co nvex portions o f th e fin s (wh en:
heat transfer is high) and to thicken th e film in the
troughs (where hea t transfer is low) . In marked
contrast to thi s model is th e scheme prop osed by
Thomas ( 114 ) for a verti ca l tube that has circular
or rec tangular fins to draw condensate away from
the tube surface into the fillets, th ereby thinning
the rum between rile fins. Thi s technique does not
rely on conduc tion through the fins. and is effec-
tive even when loosely fining wires are used. Even
though th is work was done for vertica l surfaces,
the same principle may be applied to hori zontal
tu bes. For example, some recent data for ammonia
condens ing on the outside o f horizontal , wire-
wrapped tu bes (about four wraps per inch) gave
ex ternal heat transfer coe fficients about th ree
time s the Nusselt value for smooth tubes [ I 151 .
Film conde nsatio n dat a with horizontal comme r-
cially available corrugated tube s have shown en-
hancemen ts as large as 70% ( I 16-1201 '
Heat transfer enha ncement has also occurred
when condensate film drainage from a horizontal
tube is modified . Glicksman et al. (1 21] interrupted
the condensa te rum on copper tubing by using
Teflon tape, 3.2 mm wide and 0 .15 mm thi ck ,
placed at cert ain position s alon g the tu be. Th ey
found, however, tha t the best position for the ta pe
was along th e bottom o f the tu be, and this location
gave an average heat transfe r coe fficie nt 1.6 times
the smooth-tube value with no tape. Desmond and
Karlekar (1221 test ed a stainless stee l tube th at
had a 9. I-mm-wide by 0 .0 25-mm-thick film o f
Emralon, a nonw etting fluoroplasnc, attached at
the bottom. They pointed out th at this location o f
the tape gave th e grea test increm ental increase in
heat tr ansfer , which amounted to a 20% increase in
the overall heat transfer coe fficient. Condensate re-
tention of hori zontal integral-fin tubing was re-
cently reported on by Rudy and Webb (1231 .
They performed a series o f experime nts to measu re
static liquid retention in int egral-fin tubing having
variab le fin densiti es, and showed that surface
tension forces have a significant effect on film
drainage.
Most of the enhanced heat transfer result s ob-
tained to date are for single horizontal tubes , and
few data are available for tu be bundles where bo th
condensa te inundation and vapor shear are im-
portant. With d ropwise conditions, there are data
which show that condensate falling on a hori zonta l
tube may not deteriorate th e heat transfer coe ffi-
cient as shown earlier fo r film co nde nsation , and
in certain circumstances condensate inundatio n
may actually increase th e heat tr ansfer coe fficie nt
156, 59 , 64 1. Data ob tain ed during filmw ise co n-
densation on a horizon tal , helically wire-wrapped ,
smooth tube sho w a similar trend 11 24 1. There is
also evidence that during film co ndensation on
corruga ted tubing, the effec t o f conde nsate inun-
dation is not as pronounced as for smooth tubes
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SHELL-SIDE PRESSURE DROP
{116 , 1191. Th e inunda tion trend s mentioned
above were obtained with low-velocity steam in a
gravity-dominated regime. The exac t behavio r of
these surfaces with high-velocity steam moving in
various directio ns within a tube bundle remains to
be det ermined , and will requir e careful research
met hods to elucida te the complex mechanisms that
are occurring.
where Nt =number of tube rows
U"" =average maximum velocity in the bun-
dle (Le., based on minimum now area)
1m =frict ion factor, which depends on Um
Single-phase fric tion factors in tube bundles may
be obtained from a variet y of sources (1251, and
for a limited Reynolds number range may be ex-
pressed simply as 11 26] :
Despite the importance of knowing the shell-side
pressure loss in condenser design, litt le research has
been perfo rmed on shell-side, two-phase flow with
condensa tion. Most of the aforementioned shell-
side heat transfer research does not include pres-
sure dro p measurements, in part because of the
great difficulty in ob taining accura te pressure da ta
during condensation. As a result , th e pressure drop
information available in lhe literature pertains al-
most entirely to adiaba tic now.
For simplicity , shell-side losses in general may be
calculated by using single-phase (i.e., dry-tu be)
co rrelations of the fonn 1101:
Figure 15 shows some unpublished air-water fric-
tion fac tor data from Oak Ridge National labora-
tory (12 7J, which exhi bit the above-mentioned
difference with upfiow or downflow. With little or
no water flow, the data are close together, as ind i-
cated by curves 1, 2 , 3 , and 5. At high water rates,
however, the da ta for both down flow (curve 4) and
upflow (curve 6) are subs tan tially higher than in the
dry-t ube case (e.g., at Re ::or. 10) , [ increases by
<::a:60%), and the deviation appears to get worse at
lower Reyn olds numbers . The influence of large
amount s o f condensate, in the fonn o f thi ck, wavy
films attached to the tubes and large drople ts en-
trained within the flow , may therefore be signifi-
can t and shou ld be prop erly accou nted for in
modeling shell-side losses.
In addition to lhe usual losses experience d by
the vapor due to contractions and expansions at
the inlet and exi t o f the co ndenser tube bund le, a
sizable pressure drop can occur due to friction and
momentum effec ts encountered in flowing th rough
lhe tub e bundle itself (1281. Unfortunately, it
is difficult to calculate this tu be bund le pressure
drop due to the complexities that occur with phase
change. Lee et al. ( 129) suggested that the oc-
currence of condensation influences the vapor
pressure drop in two ways. First, the suction effec t
caused by the mass transfe r of the condensing
vapor reduces the momentum flow in the flow
direction. increases the shear stress on the tube,
and delays the separation point. Second , there are
two-phase effects due to the formation of the
liquid film on the tube and entrainment of this
liquid into the vapor space. The in fluence o f suc-
tion on the shear stress and the separa tion point
was measured by Aly and Cunningham [ 130J with
air flowing over a specially instrumented , porous
cylinder that could be located in any positi on
(34 )
U'm
dP = 4[mN'P T
where 11 is the Blasius exp onent , which in general is
near 0.2, and the coefficient a depends on the tube
bank geome try (i .e., staggered or in-line , and si d ).
Davidson and Rowe IIOJ have shown that the
above technique successfully predicts pressure
losses during horizont al two-phase now in a co n-
densing bank . Brickell (71), however, points o ut
that significan t di fferences occur with either up -
now or downflow , and suggests tha t the differences
are due to an additional two-phase gravitational
term that exists when a significant amount of
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Nicol et al . [1 3 11 · obtained Some recent expert-
ment aJ da ta for condensation rat es and pressure
drops during cross flow of steam in a small tu be
bundle with widely spaced tubes (sId near 1.7) .
Data were taken with both an in-line and a stag-
gered geome try. and their value for the drag
coefficient is pla ned against steam Reynolds
. number in Fig . 17. For both the in-line and stag-
gered geometries, the drag coe fficient with con-
densation is subs tantially less than the dry-tu be
value. Th is decrease is a tt ributed to the delay in
the onset o f separa tio n caused by the condensation
process. The authors pointed out that their data
were lowe r than those of Fujii et al. (62 ) , pre -
sumably due to the fact that the pressure levels
were an orde r o f magnitude different. They co n-
densed at pressures from 0.2 to 0 .8 bar , while
Fujii et aI. [621 con densed at pressures from 0 .0 1
to 0.07 bar.
Variou s methods have been proposed to predict
the two-phase fricti on al pressure drop. Diehl (132)
ob tained adiabatic two-phase flow data for down-
flow in bo th staggered and in-lin e tube banks. He
showed that the data for were corre-
lated empirically with the following type of func-
tion al relatio nship :
". v. --.JR.I,. V.
0 ::> 0 .0
100 • ::> 0.24




within a staggered tube bundle seven rows deep,
Figure 16 shows their data for the first row or
tubes at a Reynolds number o f 60 ,000. It is evi-
de nt that as the suction velocity Vo incre ases. the
shear stress increases significan tly in magnitude and
the separation point is delayed to about 1100 •
They poin t ou t , however, that while this dramatic
increase in shear stress occurs , the contribution of
the pressure drag to the totaJ drag does not change
appreciably with suction.
Another complicating featu re of vapor now with
condensation is that the mass ex traction (simulated
by suc tion in the investigat ions men tioned above)
causes the vapo r velocity to change th roughout the
bundle , making it difficull to use an expression
similar to Eq . (34 ). poin ted ou t earlier in Table
I , depending on the operating pressure level o f the
condenser, the vapor veloci ty may increase or
decrease as the vapor traverses the tube tows. If
th e velocity decreases, a pressure recovery may
actual ly occur, leading to smaller losses. lee et al.
I 129 J measured the pressu re losses in both an
in-line and a staggered bundle, with a tight spacing
of tubes (sId = 1.25), during simula tion of con-
densatio n by using poro us tubes with suction .
Their suction range was subs tantially larger than
that of Aly and Cunningham [130J with 0 <
(Vo /UO' )VRe < S. They pointed out that their
pressure readin gs fluctuated substantially, leading
to considerable scatt er, and were very sensitive to
the precise location o f their pressure tap s. Their
results confirmed the effect that suct ion produces
a substantial redu ction in the pressure drop, with
most of the redu ction occurring in the first few
rows of tubes. Their data showed that the pressure
drop for tube banks with suction can be predicted
reasonably well from nonsuction pressure coeffi-
FlJUre 16 Errett of weue n on shear stress ddtributlon
(130 ) •
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for RCt > 2000 , and
1
¢co = - - = I + CXu +M'oo
where n = Blasius exponent in the friction factor
exp ression, Eq . (3 5)
x = mass now quality
["1 = APco /tiPw :=:Icosclhooc
With n equal to 0.46, the coefficient B, which
varies with flow regime, was determined to be 0 .75
for spray and bubbly flow, and 0.25 for strat ified
and strati fied-spray flow (136J. An improved ,
more general procedu re was more recently pro-
posed [1381.
Ishihara et al. [ 144) recently provided a com-
prehensive critical review of the existing two-phase
frictional pressure drop correlations for flow across
tube banks. They examined the available published
da ta, compared them with existing correlations,
and found that no published correlation is general
enough to be used reliably to predict all the data.
They then reexamined the Martinelli separated
now app roach , which assumes that both the liquid
and vapor phases experience the same pressure
drop but do not have the same velocity . They tried
various forms of pressure drop correlations as a
function o f the Mart inelli parame ter Xu , given by
Eq. (29) , and proposed the following general
fo rms:
however , are empirically derived, and there is
recent evidence that more general parameters may
be foun d [14 2,143J.
Grant and Chisholm [1361 recommended the
following expression, which correlated their data :
for Ret " 2000. They pointed ou t that C is an
empirical adjustment factor , which in general is
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where LVF = superficial liquid volume fraction
based on a homoge neous now model
n = 0 .5 for staggered tubes and 0 .2 for an
in-line arrangement
No attemp t was made, however, to provide an
analytical expression for the function f. Collier
11331 compared the experimental data o f Diehl
and Unruh (134 ) for gas-liquid mixtu res in hori-
zontal cross now 'with the homogeneous flow
model of Wallis [13 51. Th is comparison is shown
in Fig. 18 , where rPbo = (dPF /dz) /(dPF /dz)GO is
plotted against t [equal to (1 -11)v, /vrJ. It is
readily apparen t that the data are in satisfacto ry
agreement with the very simple homogeneous flow
relationship :
•
Gran t and Chisholm [136 , 137) conducted tests
with air-water mixtures in cross now in two tube
banks having 39 and 165 tubes, respectively. They
observed various now patt erns depending on thc
liquid and gas now rates, and developed an im-
proved calculational procedure to predict the two-
phase pressure drop that depends on the type o f
flow occurring with in the tube bundle 11 381.
The mapping of two-phase flow regimes du ring
cond ensation has received considerable att ention in
recent years [ 139-143 1, and Fig. 19 shows one
type of flow regime map giving the pertinent
parameters and flow patt erns during shell-side
conditions, and compares them to the Baker map
for tube-side condit ions (140J . Notice that the
gravity-dominated regimes (stratified, strati fied-
spray, and slug) and the shear-dominated regimes
(spray and annular) appear to fall in the same
regions when the data are plotted with the modi-
fied Baker parameters BIJ and B,. These parameters,
,
Figur e 18 Com pariso n of Diehl and Unruh 11 34 1 t .....o-
phase pressur e drop data ..... ith bcm c genec us no ..... model
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Early efforts to model the thermal perfo rmance
of condensers were limit ed essentially to one-
dimensional routines in the plane perpendicu lar to
the tubes 1148- 151]. Barsness ( 148] divided the
longitudinal length o f the condenser into a number
of short bays. For each bay. he considered radial
flow . th rough a condenser tube bank that was
bounded on the outside by the steam distribution
lane and on the inside by the air vent. He assumed
that a zone, containing a large num ber of con -
11... ·1 t Ir l 1 t 1.0 J I 10 1 110"
MM1inel ll
Fipre 20 Cornlalio n or pressu re drop data
u5ina the Mart inelli pa rameter (1 44 J.
COMPUTER MODELING
As pointed out earlier, th e standards in use to-
day to design conde nsers fail to take into accoun t
shell-side co nd itio ns [13 , 14] . They neglect the
problems assoc ia ted with noncondensable gases,
and do not conside r the size and shape of the shell
or the det ails of the tube bundle layou t. As a
consequence, all o f the benefi ts to be derived from
the abo vementioned developments in sheU-side
heat transfer and two-phase flow (such as the de-
sign of new tube bundle arrangement s, or the
diagnostic anal yses o f poorly operating condensers)
must depend on num erical modeling techn iqu es
with large digital computers. The need for such
techniq ues in heat exchanger design has long been
known, bu t because o f the complexities and costs
involved, their devc:1opmen t and use in industry
have been slow {IO. 145- 147) .
The variable 1J is propor tional to the ratio o f the
vapor shear force to the gravity force, and (I - x )/x
is the rat io o f liquid to vapo r present , so it would
be reasonable that the fac tor C would depend on
the particular now regime in question . Ishihara
et al. {I 44J did not present a final functional
form for C. but they showed that, by using a con-
stant value of C = 8 .0 in Eq. (40), good results
could be ob tained in correla ting the da ta, as shown
in Fig. 20 , especial ly for small values of X" {i.e.•
high vapor fract ion). They also recommended th at.
since most of the data have been obtained with
small bundles, it is most important to o btain data
for large tube bundles, which are more representa-
tive of operating condensers.
'0
denser tubes of short length, can be represented
by a smaller number of tubes having average pro-
perties and average heat transfer expressions. A
number of these zones were joined togethe r to
make up the entire flow field. Fo r a given lone,
once the steam entered from the outside, it was
restric ted from Flowing acro ss the side boundaries
to ano ther lone. Also, the steam was assumed to
now with no axial component. Two-phase pressure
drop calcula tions were made by the method of
Diehl and Unruh (134) . For a given lone , the
average overall heat transfer coefficien t was calcu-
lat ed by summing up the individual resistances.
Overall condenser perform ance was obtained by
integrat ing over all the zones within a given bay
and then from bay to bay along the enti re length
of the condenser. A large number o f calculations
were made, requiring the use of a digital compu ter.
Bo th laboratory tests and field test dat a were
utilized to verify the predictions of the code, and
good agreement was obta ined . A similar ty pe of
radia l now code, called OReON I, was developed
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to model the
flow in circular bundles r1491 .
Emerson 11 50 ) developed a one-dimensional
code to model the downflow of steam through a
hori zontal bundle of tu bes. He assumed that the
velocity distri bution is uniform at any horizontal
section. He computed an overall coefficient at
each row of tubes, using separate resistances due
to the water-side coe fficient, fouling, tu be wall,
noncondensable gases, and conde nsa te film. He
found that when he compared his prediction s
with da ta ob tained from a small experimental
condenser, as shown in Fig. 21, the one-dlmen-
sional model was not able to accurately predict
the steam flow along the bypass lane on the left
side of the bundle. He therefore pro posed a two-




FillUrt 21 Cress section of NEL test cond enser [154] .
dimensional model to allow the steam to now in
any direction in the plane perp endicular to the
tubes, and derived the equ ations to calculate the
distribution of steam velocity, pressure, and air
concentration within the tube bundle. Concern was
expressed regarding convergence of the code,
however, due to the nonlinear character of the
equa tions. Wilson 11511 developed an iterative
technique to solve a large number of nonl inear
equations. He postulated an imaginary mesh over
the tube bank such that each mesh line represented
the steam path between two tubes and each node
poin t represen ted a branching poin t for the steam.
The resulti ng mesh for a tube bundle having an
equilateral pitch would be hexagonal, and each
tube would have six separate heat flux teems
calculated by summing the various thermal re-
sistances in series. He util ized an expressio n for
non con densing gas now over tube banks (126] in
order to calculate the pressure drop between each
pair of nodes. To solve his nodal equa tions, he
assumed a pressure distribution and examined the
mass balance at each node. The pressure distribu-
tio n was iterat ed by Newton's method until the
residuals from the nodal mass balances reduced to
zero . Using th is technique with a Univac 1108
computer, it required about 10 min of ccmputa-
tion time to obtain a solution for a condenser with
1000 tubes . He compared his pred icted results
with data from an experimental condenser having
218 tubes and fou nd excellent agreement. He was
also able to use his computer code to analyze the
flow within the lower bundle o f a two-pass large
power station condenser to suggest modifica tions
for improved performance.
The model o f Wilson (151) , however, does not
include steam inertia effects, and since the mesh is
uniform and very fine, all parts of the condenser
are treated equal ly and the solution for large con-
densers may take a significant amount of computer
time . Furt hermore, the code calls for specification
of the loca l conditions for each tube within the
bund le, and in light of the current unders tanding
of the complex nature of shell-side conditions, the
specification of such fine detail is perhaps un-
warrant ed.
As an alterna tive, a continuum approach was
taken by Davidson [ 10, 1521. where the steam
was considered to be flowing in an anisotropic
porous medium that allows for non unifonn block-
age effects o f the tubes and the removal o f steam
due to conde nsation. Again, the flow was assumed
to be two-dimensional in a plane perpendicular to
hut uand er engineering ViII. 5 nos.1-2 1984 "
where K is a fricli on factor, p is the density of
the steam-gas mixture, Q is the local condensation
rate per unit volume (calcula ted from a local
overall heat transfer coefficient), and q is the local
velocity, "';u1 + v2• The equation of continuity
for the mixture was:
The co nservation equation for noncondensable
gases was also provided as [101:
where D is a diffusion coefficient, t, and /ll are
mass removal rat es per unit area for steam and
noncondensables, respectively, and
a a- (pu) + - (po) -Q (47)ax oy
Vo(P¢u) + ii, - i. ) = V o(DpVn)
+Vo(Dp(n - ¢)VlnPI (48)
The differenti al equ ations above are coupled and
must therefore be solved simultaneously. Butter-
worth (153) examined the combined fonn of '
Eqs. (43)-{47) and discussed th e det ails of tube
resistance, anisotropy in tube bundles, the addi-
tion of viscous terms due to velocity grad ients
across the tube bundle, axial flow effec ts , and
correctio ns to the inertial terms. He concluded
that modeling the now in tube bundles as flow in
an anisotropic porous media is an ex tremely
powerful technique in relatively early stages of
development , and there is a vital need for both
theoretical and expe rimental resea rch to ex tend
the techniqu e.
Davidson and Rowe [iOl used the equations
above to model the conditions in operating con-
densers in the United Kingdom. They discretized
the now field, using a Iinite-dlfference technique,
and solved the resulting algebraic equation s with
a modified implicit It era tive procedure found to
be very stable. Figure 23 shows the resulting pres-
sure contours for the multifold ed condenser tube
bundle shown earlier in Fig. 4b . A moderate
pressure drop of only 2 mbar exist s betw een the
top o f th e bundle and the air removal section in
the lower left-hand portion of the bundle. Notice
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Fx = -Kpuq - uQ
Fy = - KplJq - IJQ
the coo ling water flow direction . As shown in
Fig. 22, two distinct bu t interrelate d regions
wen: treated : the unt ubed areas, where viscous
effec ts were small, and the tube bundle areas,
where the flow was influenced by the resista nce
of the tubes and by the co ndensation of steam
and the result ing producti on of condensate.
Assuming a rectangular coordinate system , the
equations of mot ion were expressed as ( IOJ :
ap a a
Fx = ax + a; (pu 2 ) + 3y (pUIJ)
sr a aFr ay ax ay
The distributed fo rces per unit volume includ ed
a flow resistance term and a condensation rat e
terrn :
FlJUft 22 Co nden ser flow
computer model 11 01.
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FiJUre 2J Calcula te d pressure ec ntours Ircm rwo-c tmen-
sional computer code t 10 1.
penetrate into the tube bundle with little pressure
loss. In some designs, however, the steam lanes
may be narrow, leading to high vapor velocities
and significant pressure losses. In these cases, it is
very import ant to be able to mode l the now in
the lanes accurately by using two-dimensional
considerations .
More recently , Shida et aI. (154] pointed out
that the technique o f Davidson and Rowe (10)
was rest ricted to condensers with simple shapes
because of their assumed rectangular mesh pattern
and finite-differe nce technique. Shida et al. there-
fore proposed a modified FLiC (Iluid in cell)
method I ISS1. which uses a triangular mesh pat-
tern conventionally used in the Ilnite-element
method. They performed calculations by an up-





marching technique and compared their results
against experimental data for two types of test
condensers. Figure 240 shows their triangular mesh
patte rn fo r the NEL test condenser shown earlier
in Fig. 21. The hatched lines designate the bound-
aries of the tube bundle and the air coo ler section .
Figure 24b shows their calculated now pattern
for this condenser where the velocity vectors (the
arrows) in the tube bundle correspond to the
mean velocit y of maximum now area. Notice that
part of the steam on the left side of the bundle
Oows down the access lane directly to the air
cooler section withou t ever penetrating the bundle.
They showed that by putting a horizontal bafOe
plate in this access lane about two-thirds o f the
way up the bundle , steam can be diverted into
the bundle, increasing the condensation rate by 7%.
Marto and Nunn (I 56 ) used a modified version
of the one-dimensional code ORCON I [1491 to
study the use of heat transfer enhancement to
improve steam condenser performance. Figure 2S
shows a schematic drawing of the circular geometry
they analyzed . They assumed tha t the steam now
was symme trical abou t the vertical centerline. It
was distributed around the circumference in such
a way that there was no circumferential pressure
gradient at the condenser outle t (the concentric
air cooler section in the center o f the bundle). The
tube field was divided into six pie-shaped sectors
of 300 each. For a given sector, at any radial
position or tube row, an average overall heat
transfer coe fficient was calculated for the tubes
in that particular row of the secto r, using the
therm al resistances in series. The code QRCON 1
has the simple capability o f inserting heat transfer
M.in lubrl Mil a ,fIl. pl."
Figure 24 Mesh p.ttern and calcula ted veloci ty rield using two-dimensional com·
put er code 11541 . (a ) Triangular mesh patt ern ; ( b) calculated now pattern.
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by the tube-side or shell-side resistance. If this is
the case, a hybrid enhanced heat transfer design
may be contemplated , using numerical optimiza-
tion techniques [ 1571.
CONCLUSIONS
In recent years , considerable research has been
conducted to aid in understanding the fluid flow
and heat transfer processes that occur du ring shell-
side condensa tion. In addition , the advent of
large-capacit y, efficient digital computers has made
it feasible to model these phenomena with reason-
able success.
It appears , however, that there is still a critical
shortage o f thennal/h ydraulic da ta for large tube
bundles, making it difficult to verify analysis
routines. In the future , therefore, large-bundle
tests must be carried out under carefuUy controlled
experimen tal condit ions and with sufficien t instru-
menta tion to measure the pressure drop and heat
transfer for various vapo r flow veloci ties and
directions. and over a range of heat fluxes. Particu -
lar attention should be given to obtaining data at
very high vapor veloci ties and small hea t fluxes,
for which no data exist at present. In this way ,
additional insight may be gained into combined
vapor shear and condensa te inundat ion , and the
important influence of condensate holdup and/or
entrai nment on thennal/h yd raulic performance
may be asce rtained. Such tests should, of co urse,
be repeat ed with various heal transfer enhance-
men t techniques and with varying amounts of
noncondensable gases.
Additional efforts should be made to interpret
and analyze da ta in terms o f now regimes and two--
phase forced convectio n. The modelin g of shell-
side condensatio n as now in aniso tropic, po rous
media deserves more attention in the years ahead,
as well as the development o r improved numerical
tech niques to enable large tube bundles to be
analyzed in a small amounl o f computer time.
Numerical optimiza tion techniques may be espe-
cially useful in such preliminary design studies .
It is importanl to realize, however , that the
research pro gress referred to above must eventually
find its way into the hand s of co ndenser designers
and manufacturers. As Mayhew [1581 has put it :
"Theory , if it canno t provide an accu rat e design
too l, can at least show how to progress from one
design to a bett er one." Of course, the degree of
sophis tica tio n of new computer codes and Im-
-
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enhancement factors £/ and Eo as multipli ers of
the calculated heat transfer coe fficients on the
tube-side and shell-side, respectively . The effec t
of this enhancement on a baseline condenser
having 1646 smooth coppe r-nickel tubes in half of
the bundle was examined . Figure 26 illustrates the
effect o f internal and external enhancement in
terms of the length of tu bes necessary to maintain
the baseline heat duty for the same cooling water
veloci ty ( 3 pumping power increase was allowed).
The resu lts show, for example, that a tube-side
enhancement o f 2.0 and a sheU-side enhancement
o f 1.5 (as available with some commercial con-
denser tub ing) could lead to a condenser length
reduction of 25%. They point ed out that in uti-
lizing enhanced heat transfer techniques in large
condenser tube bundles, care must be exercised in
balancing the th ermal resistances . Apparentl y,




proved designs will depend ultimately on the
economics behind the need for advanced conden-










i inlet ; inside : interface
L ./ liqu id
LO liquid only
m mixture : maximum
n n th row
Nusselt number (= hdo / k L )
pressure
pressure drop
Prandtl number (= Jl.Cp / k )
loc al condensation rat e per uni t volume
local steam veloci ty (='l/u1 + u' )
thermal resistance
Reynolds number
two-phase Reynolds number (= V_do/ilL )
inunda tion exponent [Eq . (23»
Schmid t number (= II/D)
tem perature
drop in saturation temperat ure





vapor velocity in x directio n
cooling water veloci ty
vapo r velocity in y direction
suction veloci ty at the tube wall surface
weight fracti on of noncon densa ble gas
dimensionl ess quan tity [Eq. ( 13a) ]
vapor qualit y
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter [Eq. (29)]
local inundation value 1= (1: G)" /G" J
d istance along flow direct ion
vapor volumetric quality
dimensionless quantity 1= (1 - (J)u, /uf ]
dy namic viscosity
kinematic viscosity










































Baker parameter ( Fig. 19)
coefficient [E q. (39)]
coefficient (Eq . (I»




correc tion fact or for inundation due to n
tu bes
speci fic hea t
correctio n factor for vapor shear
di ffusion coefficient
tube diame ter
dimensionless quantity [Eq. (10)]
body force per unit volume in x direction
body force per un it volume in y dire ction
Heat Exchange Institute (HEI) co rrect ion
factor for fouling
HEI co rrection factor for tube wall resist -
ance
HEI correct ion factor for cooling wate r
inlet temperature
friction factor
Froude number I« V! /gdo )
mass now rate per unit area
dimension less quantity [ Eq . (13b ))
accelera tion due to gravity
now rate o f condensa te per unit area
forming on n th tube
total flow rate o f condensate per unit area
running off nth tube
Galileo number (= dJg/111 )
phase change number 1= cp(T, - T.., )/hf, J
heat transfer coe fficient
average heat transfer coefficient
average heat transfer coefficient for a
vertical row of n tubes
late nt heat o f vaporization
flow resistance factor
thermal conductivi ty
mass flow rat e per uni t area
log mean temperature difference
mass flow rate
number of tube rows
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